John Henshall’s Chip Shop

PHASE ONE WINNER
Kevin Wilson is the delighted winner of the highest value prize ever in our recent competition
he opportunity to win a
Phase One P20 digital
camera back, complete with
Contax 645F camera, ensured
a hotly contested competition for this
highly desirable prize.
Thanks are due to all of you who
took the time to enter – and to Phase
One’s Eric Joakim, who was most
enthusiastic throughout and went to
great lengths to make loan equipment
available throughout the regions. We
hope you all enjoyed the opportunity to
use one of the very best digital camera
backs available – the Phase One P20.
Most entrants would have used the
loan Phase One back straight from its
flight case, proving how easy to use the
system really is.
Judging took place at Jay Myrdal’s

Eric Joakim with judges Adam Woolfitt FBIPP, Norman Childs FBIPP, Jay Mydal and Michael St Maur Sheil sort some of the entries
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studio on 19 October 2005. The four
judges – Norman Childs FBIPP, Adam
Woolfitt FBIPP, Michael St Maur Sheil
and Jay Mydal – were all impressed
with the high quality of the entries, and
when it came to selecting the winner it
was a very close call – so close, in fact,
that they ‘bullied’ Eric into providing
two additional runners-up prizes.
Many congratulations to Kevin
Wilson, whose entry wins first prize
and is reproduced on this page.
Congratulations also to our two
runners up, David Young of Contrast
Photography and Peter O’Keefe of
Titchfield Studios, both of whom win a

voucher worth £250 off a future
purchase of a Phase One digital back,
should they choose to purchase one.
Eric Joakim presented Kevin Wilson
with his prize at his studio in
Wimborne, Dorset, on 7 November.
“Like so many other social
photographers, my background is
medium format,” said Kevin, “But in
going digital I have had to use 35mmstyle cameras. Although good, I am
constantly coming up against the
limitations of the equipment, so I am
delighted that I can now shoot digitally
to a higher quality and performance
level with medium format once again.”
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Thanks to Eric Joakim, UK Regional Sales Manager,
Phase One, for arranging this competition and the
magificent prize. Eric may be contacted by phone
on +44 (0)1903 741821, mobile+44 (0)7970 746755,
or by email at EJO@phaseone.com.
The Phase One website is at www.phaseone.com
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